Switzerland lays out a medium-term strategy 2008-2011 for its program in Afghanistan

The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) approved a medium-term strategy for 2008 to 2011 for its program in Afghanistan. The strategy is based on an in-depth review and consultative process among SDC partners in Afghanistan.

The new strategy aims at contributing to a sustainable poverty reduction and a secure environment in Afghanistan. With the end of the last decade (2001-2007), the transition from Humanitarian Aid to Development is completed. Humanitarian Aid is restricted to a few multilateral contributions.

Mr. Andrei Hober, Country Director of SDC in Afghanistan says, "Switzerland continues to commit itself to promote good governance and human rights of government and (civil society, local levels and improve the living condition of Afghan people. In the following years (2008-2011), we at SDC intend to bring more expertise and also technology to Afghanistan".
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Switzerland provides basic infrastructure in remote areas

The SDC has the objective of bringing basic infrastructure and services to the villages in order to promote the living conditions in rural areas and contribute to poverty reduction and a secure environment.

The SDC has been doing so by providing basic infrastructure and services to the villages. The SDC has been providing basic infrastructure and services to the villages.
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For more information, please contact: Mohammed Reza Saeedi, Communication Officer Telephone: 0700 293 287 / 0991 239 538 Email: mohammed.reza.saeedi@sdcr.m.i. Website: www.sdc.ch
Switzerland lays out a medium-term strategy 2008-2011 for its program in Afghanistan

The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) approved a medium-term strategy for 2008 to 2011 for its program in Afghanistan. The strategy is based on internal review and consultative processes among SDC partners in Afghanistan.

The new strategy aims at contributing to a sustainable poverty reduction and a secure environment in Afghanistan. With the end of the last strategy (2004-2007), the transition from Humanitarian Aid to Development is completed. Humanitarian Aid is restricted to a few bilateral contributions.

Mr. Andreas Huber, Director of SDC in Afghanistan said, "Switzerland continues to commit itself to promote good governance and human rights and government and (civil society levels) and improve the livelihood of Afghan people. In the following four years (2008-2011), we at SDC intend to bring more expertise and also technology to Afghanistan".

Continued on page 2

Switzerland provides basic infrastructure in remote areas

The SDC is implementing the "Building of 250 km of road network in seven provinces on a priority basis" project. The project aims at improving the access to markets, schools, health services and infrastructures and providing an improved environment for the Afghan population. The project is estimated to cost CHF 55 million (mainly Swiss Aid). The project will be implemented by the Ministry of Transport and Communication.

The Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC) signed an agreement with the Afghan government to support the Afghan government in the implementation of the project.

Switzerland lays out a medium-term strategy 2008-2011... continued

The strategy is based on an understanding that development is not only needed and possible but already taking place in Afghanistan. Switzerland, as a small donor, can contribute to the rebuilding of the country in making use of its strategic advantages as a neutral donor and actor that can provide its expertise in low of sub-national governance and sustainable livelihood. The medium-term strategy is consistent with the Afghan National Development Strategy (ANDS).

The community is contributing to the infrastructure work

The community is contributing to the infrastructure work by participating in the construction of roads, schools, health centers, and other public facilities. The community participation is also supported by providing training and equipment to ensure the sustainability of the projects.

For more information, please contact:
Mohannad (Bilal) Saeedi, Communication Officer
Telephone: 0700 293 287 / 0999 229 538
Email: mohannad.saeedi@sdc.ch, Website: www.sdc.org

Address: Swiss Embassy Office Kabul
Street 13, Lane 3 right, House # 486 Wazir Akbar Khan, Kabul.